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FOREVER YOUNG

Self-adhesive film manufacturer for over 25 years
HEXIS are delighted to be launching a new generation car body protection film.

The new BodyFence range has been developed by HEXIS R&D based on cutting-edge 
technology and will protect your vehicle against external aggressions:

- Scratches
- Stone chips
- Abrasion
- UV rays 

In addition, the film facilitates cleaning by preventing dirt from adhering to the paint. It will 
keep your vehicle…



Why use the BodyFence film?

TO PROTECT YOUR PAINT

In accordance with new legal requirements, car manufacturers are obliged to use water-based 
paints to better preserve the environment. 
These paints are less resistant on the surface to scratches or impacts. 
The BodyFence paint protection film has been developed by HEXIS for long-term protection.

Thanks to its anti-shock, self-healing and self-cleaning properties,  the 
BODYFENCE protective film offers perfect protection.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

POLYURETHANE 
FILM

155 MICRONS (GLOSS)
160 MICRONS (MATT) PET LINER
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THE BODYFENCE PLUS

Should your paint become scratched, the BODYFENCE protective film will regenerate with the help 
of heat from the sun or hot water. 
Scratches appear on the car body when using automatic mechanical car wash brushes, when rubbing 
against bushes on road sides, during everyday use or due to an act of vandalism.   
All these scratches will disappear from the surface of the protective BODYFENCE film thanks to the 
heat of the sun or just rinsing with hot water. Your original paint is preserved … Forever Young!

There are a million causes of paint damage from stones and gravel to road debris.
Resist the impact from these every day road hazards with BODYFENCE.

CHIPPING-RESISTANT

WITHWITHOUT

SELF-HEALING
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The BODYFENCE protective film is a highly transparent film developed to protect the vehicle 
without altering its appearance. 
This film is available in both gloss and matt finish.
HEXIS BODYFENCE film in matt version will make any paint or gloss film matt. 

The BODYFENCE protective film contains an anti-adhesion component. Thus, dust and dirt will 
adhere much less to the car body. 
Cleaning will be less frequent and significantly easier. 

WITHWITHOUT

SELF-CLEANING

ULTRA TRANSPARENT
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WHAT IS HEXIS DESIGN ?

A versatile software
 containing pre-cut patterns
  for vehicle application.
   2 data bases available :
   - BODYFENCE PPF*
     - WINDOW TINT FILMS 

* Paint Protection Film

MORE THAN 30.000 
VEHICLES AVAILABLE

ANALYTIC DASHBOARD
NO MORE CUTS ON THE CAR

SAVE MATERIAL

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY

SAVE MONEY

EASY TO USE

For further information:

www.hexis-design.com



GLOSS

MATT

BLACKLIGHT



ACCESSORIES

KIT 1-2-3

MARJO

YELSQUEEG BLAKSQUEEGBLUESQUEEG

PULVITREPULVERISAT STEAMERSC1 HEXISGEL

LASERWASHSHAMPCAR

PRIOR TO APPLICATION
It is required to clean the substrate using the System 1-2-3 liquids, prior to application:

1. REMOVER – a powerful cleaning agent to remove tar, grease, resin, adhesive residues etc

2. PRECLEANER – a powerful universal cleaning agent to remove grease traces, insects…

3. Final Cleaner - a mild cleaning agent to use for the preparation of substrates. 
Consider using the microfibre MFKIT set for cleaning.

DURING APPLICATION
For the application and for all finishes, we recommend using a mixture of soap and water. To 
apply this mixture on the substrates, we recommend using our PULVITRE and PULVERISAT 
accessories.
The high pressure steamer STEAMERSC1 allows easier application of BODYFENCE.
The new HEXIS Gel has been specially developed for the application of BodyFence. It allows to 
significantly reduce the application time.

Squeegees:
MARJO (medium) multipurpose squeegee. Width: 47 cm - 18’’½
BLAKSQUEEG (soft) black squeegee for the application of BodyFence on concave highly 
curved surfaces. Width: 23,5 cm - 9’’¼

Squeegees with handle:
YELSQUEEG (medium) yellow squeegee – Application of BodyFence on flat and/or 3D surfaces. 
Width: 12,5 cm - 4’’¾
BLUESQUEEG (hard) blue squeegee – Application of BodyFence on flat surfaces. This squeegee 
can be used with the handle of the YELSQUEEG squeegee. Width: 12,5 cm - 4’’¾

Squeegees with handle allow higher pressure on the film and thus better removal of the 
application liquid/gel.

CLEANING
We recommend our cleaning product range for easy everyday cleaning.
For cleaning: SHAMPCAR
For optimal cleaning and final gloss: LASERWASH.
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